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GALU: A Genetic Algorithm Framework for Logic Unlocking
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Logic locking is a circuit obfuscation technique that inserts additional key gates to the original circuit in order to prevent

potential threats such as circuit overproduction, piracy, and counterfeiting. The encrypted circuit generates desired outputs

only when the correct keys are applied to the key gates. Previous works have identified the vulnerability of logic locking

to satisfiability (SAT)-based attacks. However, SAT attacks are unscalable and have limited effectiveness on circuits with

SAT-hard structures. To address the above constraints, we propose GALU, the first genetic algorithm-based logic unlocking

framework that is parallelizable and significantly faster than the conventional SAT-based counterparts. GALU works by

formulating circuit deobfuscation (i.e., identifying the correct keys) as a combinatorial optimization problem and approaches

it using genetic algorithms (GAs). We consider key sequences as individuals in distinct populations and propose an adaptive,

diversity-guided GA framework consisting of four main steps: circuit fitness evaluation, population selection, crossover, and

mutation. In each iteration, the key sequences with high fitness scores are selected and transformed into the offspring key

sequences. As a result of evolutionary key searching, GALU is highly scalable, effective, and efficient.

To optimize the runtime overhead of logic unlocking, we integrate the design of GALU’s algorithm, software and hardware

in a closed loop. In particular, we identify circuit fitness evaluation as the performance bottleneck and employ hardware

emulation on programmable hardware for runtime optimization. To this end, GALU framework automatically constructs

customized auxiliary circuitry to pipeline the computation in constraints checking, sorting, crossover, and mutation. GALU

is the first adaptive and scalable attack framework that provides the flexibility/trade-off between runtime overhead and

key usability. This is achieved by producing a group of approximate keys with improving quality over time. We perform

a comprehensive evaluation of GALU’s performance on various benchmarks and demonstrate that GALU achieves up to

1089.2× speedup and 4268.6×more energy-efficiency compared to the state-of-the-art SAT attacks for circuit logic unlocking.
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1 INTRODUCTION

A diverse set of real-world applications such as household appliances, biomedical devices, and autonomous
systems are empowered by integrated circuits (ICs). Contemporary ICs are vulnerable to potential attacks
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including IC piracy, overproduction, and counterfeiting [37, 53] since their supply chain involves cooperation
between multiple parties. To enhance the security of digital IC, researchers and practitioners have developed
various circuit obfuscation techniques. Logic locking and circuit camouflaging are two typical obfuscation
methods that target to protect the Intellectual Property (IP) of ICs. IC camouflaging focuses on preventing
layout-level reverse engineering (RE) attacks by adding dummy contacts/cells to the standard gates [39]. As
a result, the purpose of the circuit module is decoupled from its appearance. Logic locking aims to protect the
functionality of the circuit by inserting additional key gates to the original netlist [56, 58]. Consequently, the
locked circuit only generates desired outputs when the correct decryption key is applied to the key gates.

A line of research has focused on evaluating the security of logic locking techniques. As the first attempt, [50]
demonstrates that satisfiability (SAT)-based attacks can be performed to break circuits encrypted with different
logic locking methods. Conventional SAT attacks and their variants work by eliminating incorrect keys with dis-

tinguishing input patterns (DIPs) found by SAT solvers. While effective on some circuits, SAT-based attacks
have the following limitations: (i) Unscalable to large benchmarks due to the increasing size of DIP constraints
over iterations; (ii) SAT solving is non-trivial and challenging to parallelize; (iii) Ineffective on SAT-hard circuit
designs (e.g., an internal “and-tree” structure). This is due to the fact that a DIP can only eliminate a single incor-
rect key in this case [50]. As such, the runtime of the deobfuscation attack has an exponential dependency on
the encryption key length [50]. There are three key challenges to develop an effective and efficient logic unlock-
ing attack. First of all, the logic decryption scheme shall be agnostic to the circuit structure as well as the logic
locking method. Secondly, the deobfuscation attack shall be scalable to large and complex benchmarks. Thirdly,
the attack is desired to provide a trade-off between the attack success rate and runtime overhead.

To address the above challenges and the limitations of SAT-based attacks, we present GALU, the first genetic
algorithm-based framework for circuit logic unlocking. GALU assumes the availability of the encrypted circuit
netlist and black-box access to the active IC. The output of GALU is a set of decryption keys that yield high
function-level accuracy when applied on the locked circuit. Our framework has two main phases: (i) Offline
training data generation that queries the active IC and collects the corresponding observable wires. (ii) Online
key evolution that iteratively updates a group of potential decryption keys using an adaptive genetic algorithm.
Compared to prior SAT-based attacks, GALU can efficiently find a set of approximate keys that yield correct
outputs with high probability. Furthermore, our attack provisions the adversary with the trade-off between un-
locking accuracy and attack runtime.

GALU consists of four genetic operators: circuit fitness evaluation, probabilistic population selection, diversity-
aware crossover, and dynamic mutation. To ensure stable convergence, we leverage diversity-guided GA to adap-
tively determine the evolutionary transformation of the key sequences. We characterize the overhead of each
GA operator and use Algorithm/Software/Hardware co-design for performance optimization. More specifically,
GALU deploys hardware emulation and pipelining to accelerate the computation on FPGAs. To the best of our
knowledge, GALU is the first framework that realizes hardware implementation and optimization for logic un-
locking. The technical contributions of this article are summarized as follows:

— We present the first genetic algorithm-based logic unlocking attack. GALU’s adaptive and diversity-
guided key searching technique promotes efficient exploration of large key space. As such, our attack
scheme has superior scalability and generalizability compared to traditional SAT attacks.

— We enable logic unlocking with performance trade-off between attack accuracy and runtime.

GALU provides the adversary with unprecedented flexibility to perform circuit deobfuscation given the
attack budget.

— We optimize the efficiency of GALU using Algorithm/Software/Hardware co-design. Our attack
framework provides a scalable and high-performance hardware design that improves key searching speed
to a higher level. Particularly, our hardware design incorporates various optimization techniques including
computation pipelining and circuit emulation on programmable hardware.
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Fig. 1. Demonstration of IC camouflaging [39]. (a). Original layouts of a regular 2-input NAND gate (left) and a NOR gate
(right) where their metal layers have different appearances. (b). Camouflaged layouts of the corresponding standard cells in
(a) where no structure difference can be captured to differentiate two gates.

— We investigate GALU’s performance on various circuit benchmarks. We corroborate the superior ef-
fectiveness and efficiency of GALU compared to the existing SAT attacks with a comprehensive evaluation.

GALU sheds light on the potential of adapting genetic algorithms to address the long-standing challenges in
the hardware domain, thus opens a new direction for the growing research in hardware security. Our attack
framework is alternative to the existing SAT-based attack methods and discovers a new attack dimension for
approximate circuit unlocking. GALU is flexible and able to identify a set of feasible keys for logic decryption
with improving effectiveness over time. Furthermore, we demonstrate that the function-level accuracy of the
encrypted circuit can be enhanced by ensemble learning. More specifically, the final circuit output is determined
by aggregating the individual circuit responses obtained by applying each of the participating unlocking keys
returned by GALU after convergence.

2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

2.1 Circuit Obfuscation

There are two common circuit obfuscation techniques to protect the IP of modern ICs. IC camouflaging has been
suggested to protect the layout design of the circuit against RE attacks. Existing IC camouflaging technique
includes insertion of dummy connections and/or cells, as well we doping modification [38, 39]. The objective of
IC camouflaging is to decouple the correlation between the appearance and the corresponding functionality of
gates. Figure 1 shows an example of the layout-level circuit camouflaging. The structure of gates with different
functionalities (e.g., NAND and NOR) are different by default as can be seen in Figure 1(a). However, such a layout
disparity can be hidden from the attackers by adding redundant connections to both standard gates, resulting in
two gates with an identical appearance as shown in Figure 1(b). As such, layout-level RE attacks are invalidated
since no useful information is leaked from the appearance of the circuit.

Logic locking has been proposed to protect the IP of ICs by corrupting the functionality of the circuit when
incorrect key values are applied to the additional key gates. Compared to IC camouflaging, logic locking is able
to prevent attacks from untrusted fabrication foundries. Existing logic locking techniques include performing
XOR/XNOR operations of wires with the key inputs [40, 42], substituting a subset of gates with look-up-tables

(LUTs) that stores the key sequence [4], and inserting multiplexers (MUXs) controlled by the key bits [38, 40].
An example of XOR-based logic locking is shown in Figure 2.

While IC camouflaging and logic locking are effective to alleviate the vulnerability of ICs in the semiconduc-
tor supply-chain, various attacks have been demonstrated to invalidate these defense techniques. We focus on
defeating logic locking in this article. SAT-based attacks and their variants are able to find a valid decryption key
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Fig. 2. Example of XOR-based logic locking. The encrypted circuit (b) yields consistent outputs as the original one (a) only
when the two-bit key K1K2 is set to 2′b00.

to activate the locked circuit [50]. Removal attacks take a different approach from SAT attacks and deobfuscate
the circuit by identifying and removing the protection circuitry that is consisted of the additional key gates [57].
To the best of our knowledge, GALU framework, for the first time, achieves time-evolving key searching and
alternative ensemble-based circuit evaluation. GALU is orthogonal to the state-of-the-art attack methods on logic
locking and provides a trade-off between the attack efficiency and effectiveness.

Conjunctive Normal Form. It has been proven in theory that every Boolean function can be converted into
an equivalent formula in conjunctive normal form (CNF) [3]. CNF takes the form of a sequence of clauses
that are connected by AND operator. All variables inside the same clause are connected by OR operator. GALU
deploys CNF representation of the encrypted circuit netlist (discussed in Section 5) since such a data structure
facilitates the verification of whether the given set of constraints are satisfied. Let us consider the following
Boolean expression in the CNF form:

O = (x1 ∨ ¬x3) ∧ (x2 ∨ x3 ∨ ¬x1). (1)

This circuit is equivalent to the CNF statements (in dimacs format) shown in Equation (2) where each row of
numerical sequence corresponds to a clause in Equation (1).

p cnf 3 2
1 − 3 0
2 3 − 1 0

(2)

We refer the readers to [2] for detailed steps of CNF conversion and interpretation.

2.2 Genetic Algorithms

Genetic algorithms are a popular subcategory of evolutionary algorithms (EAs) and have wide applications
including feature selection, Knapsack problem, and hardware design optimization [52]. Inspired by natural evo-
lution in the real world, a GA routine typically involves the following four genetic operations: fitness evaluation,
population selection, crossover, and mutation. In each generation (i.e., iteration), individuals with high fitness
scores have a higher probability to “survive” the selection and produce offsprings. Crossover and mutation in-
crease the diversity of the population, which reduces the probability of GA getting trapped in local optima. The
convergence speed and quality of GA depend on the distribution of the population. In particular, the exploration
and exploitation of GA shall be balanced dynamically. To this end, diversity is introduced to evaluate the differ-
ence of individuals’ gene representation and control the above balance.

As an instance of heuristic-based optimization methods, GAs feature the following advantages: (i) They are
applicable when the objective function is not smooth (in which case derivative-based methods cannot be em-
ployed); (ii) They search from a population of solutions simultaneously, thus are able to avoid local optima;
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(iii) They always yield a solution and the solution gets better over time; (iv) The required computation is inher-
ently parallel, which makes them suitable for hardware acceleration.

2.3 Our Motivation

Prior works on circuit deobfuscation mainly rely on external SAT solvers [7, 48] to find DIPs and eliminate
incorrect keys [43, 50]. Such an approach has demonstrated reasonable attack performance on many modern
ICs. However, the existence of SAT-hard problems [13] makes it challenging to apply the SAT attacks in these
scenarios. For instance, the SAT attack algorithm proposed in [50] fails to activate the c2670 benchmark since
the circuit contains an internal “and-tree” structure. The multiplier circuit c6880 is not evaluated in [50] since
it is known to be difficult for SAT solvers. To address this limitation of SAT-based attacks, we propose GALU,
the first genetic algorithm-based circuit deobfuscation framework that is able to attack circuits with SAT-hard
structure.

Real-world Applications. Existing works intend to unlock the obfuscated circuit by finding a decryption
key that ensures the correct output for every input pattern. However, such an unlocking scheme may take a
prohibitive amount of time to break large circuits with long encryption keys as we investigate in Section 7. How-
ever, we want to emphasize that fast, partial decryption of the target circuit can be more threatening than a slow,
full decryption. This is particularly true for fault-tolerant applications. For example, real-time localization hard-
ware [32] or machine learning accelerators [29] are fault-tolerant since the final result is typically the majority
vote from multiple sensors nodes or image frames. As such, a partially incorrect output can be hidden by the
majority of other correct outcomes.

Another example is the emerging ASIC accelerators for Deep Neural Networks (DNN) that are inherently
fault-tolerant. Many previous hardware designs exploit this property to accelerate DNN after parameter quantiza-
tion or pruning [21, 44]. As such, minor computation error that came from the approximate key for unlocking the
DNN hardware accelerator will cause negligible degradation of accuracy. Let us also consider block-chain mining
as another real-world application. In this task, the signature of the cryptocurrency is extracted by performing
AES and hashing operations [25] on the hardware miner. The resulting signature is continuously checked against
the pre-defined template to determine whether the cryptocurrency is legit. As such, it is sufficient for the user
to find a key that yields correct outputs with high probability in order to obtain financial benefits.

In summary, the GA primitive of GALU can produce a set of feasible keys for approximately unlocking the
functionality of the encrypted circuit, thus enables the adversary to launch the attack with only a few iterations.
The approximate deobfuscation attack is also a severe threat for many real-world applications where minor
hardware errors can be tolerated.

2.4 Challenges

We identify three main challenges of developing an efficient and effective logic unlocking technique as follows.
(C1) Efficient Solution Space Search. The proposed circuit unlocking scheme shall be able to explore the

solution space in an efficient and strategical way since the searching space of the solution has an exponential
dependency on the length of the encryption key.

(C2) Agnostic to encryption scheme and circuit design. The deobfuscation attack shall be generic such
that it is applicable to the target circuit with arbitrary design structure and unknown logic locking schemes.

(C3) Scalable to large benchmarks. The computation complexity of the attack method shall not scale expo-
nentially with the size of the encrypted circuit nor the key length.

3 RELATED WORK

Conventional Circuit Deobfuscation. The SAT-based attack on logic locking is first introduced in [50].
In their proposed method, a distinguishing input pattern is found by the external SAT solver [7, 48] in each
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iteration and is added as the constraints on the correct keys. The SAT algorithm terminates when no DIPs can
be found, ensuring the full unlocking of the encrypted circuit. Later on, an active learning-based approached
called “AppSAT” is suggested in [43] where random queries are incorporated as constraints on the key in the
iterative algorithm in addition to DIPs found by the SAT solver. As a result, AppSAT alleviates the limitation of
SAT attacks on “SAT-hard” circuits. Various attacks targeting at the sequential circuit have also been studied [10].
In this article, we mainly focus on GALU’s performance on a combinational benchmark. Note that our attack
framework and hardware optimization techniques are generic and applicable to the encrypted sequential circuits.
We leave the implementation of GALU on sequential circuits for future work.

Applications of Genetic Algorithms. Genetic algorithms belong to the heuristic-based search and op-
timization family [15]. GAs have been widely used in many real-world applications, such as evolvable hard-
ware [49] and code breaking [16]. GAs are also used in parameter selection with large design space, such as
DNN structure exploration [46] and non-gradient-based training [51]. However, the deployment of GAs in the
hardware security domain has not been explored. To the best of our knowledge, GALU is the first framework
that employs GAs for attacking obfuscated circuit.

Hardware Acceleration of Genetic Algorithms. GAs have been adapted to FPGA platforms for various
applications such as cognitive radio processing [17] and design exploration [8]. Existing works mainly focus on
accelerating particular GA benchmarks and their fitness functions do not characterize the goal of logic unlocking.
Also, fitness evaluation is not the bottleneck of computation latency in the existing GA acceleration benchmarks.
As opposed to these works, GALU customizes its hardware design to our particular defined problem (Section 4.1).
We tailor the GA for attacking encrypted circuits and develop FPGA design optimizations to accelerate our
proposed algorithm.

Circuit Emulation. FPGAs have been widely used as configurable platforms for emulating certain behaviors
of circuits due to their programmable features. One of the most useful application scenarios is logic verification
for HDL code before ASIC tape-out [27]. Bhattacharya et al. [5] propose a technique that uses FPGAs for emulat-
ing mixed-signal circuits. Experiments on quantum circuit are typically performed on FPGAs using emulation
methods [30]. Biancolin et al. [6] propose to accelerate the DRAM simulation process by emulating the behavior
of memory using FPGAs.

4 GALU OVERVIEW

We formulate the problem of circuit logic unlocking in Section 4.1. Our threat model and GALU’s global workflow
framework are introduced in Sections 4.2 and 4.3, respectively.

4.1 Notations and Metrics

Problem Statement and Notation. Our objective is to design a systematic methodology for unlocking arbitrary
unknown, encrypted circuit. We denote the original unlocked circuit and its encrypted version asCo andCe . The

primary input, output vector and the encryption key of the circuit are denoted as �I ∈ BM , �O ∈ BN , and �K ∈ Bk ,

respectively. The functionality of the circuit is represented by the following deterministic mapping: Co (�I ) = �O

and Ce (�I , �K ) = �O . The quality of a decryption key is quantified by the output fidelity (OF) that defines the

probability of the output vector of Ce being consistent with the one of Co given any input �I :

OF (�K ; Co , Ce ) = Prob
∀�I ∈BM

[Ce ( �I , �K ) = Co (�I )]. (3)

We consider logic unlocking as successful if the OF of the identified key is higher than the attacker-defined
threshold OF > (1 − ϵ ). Note that two different key sequences might result in the same circuit behavior (i.e.,

same mapping Ce ). We define that �K1 and �K2 belong to the same equivalence class of keys [50] if the condition

Ce (�I , �K1) = Ce (�I , �K2) is satisfied for any �I ∈ BM .
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Fig. 3. GALU’s global workflow for approximate circuit logic unlocking. Our framework has two key phases: offline training
data generation (top part) and online GA-based key evolution (bottom part).

4.2 Threat Model

We make the following assumptions about GALU framework:
(i) The attacker has black-box access to the active IC. We assume that the adversary can purchase the

unlocked circuit from the market and obtains oracle access to it. As a result, the attacker is able to query the
active IC with arbitrary input stimuli and observe the corresponding outputs. This is the basis of GALU’s training
data generation phase (Phase I in Figure 3) that will be explained later.

(ii) The attacker knows the netlist of the encrypted circuit. We assume the attacker can reverse engineer
the netlist of Ce from a physical circuit by performing depackaging, delayering, and imaging [23]. In this work,
we convert the obtained netlist to CNF for circuit fitness evaluation as shown in Phase II of Figure 3. However,
we emphasize that GALU is generic and can work with other circuit simulation tools to compute the fitness score
defined in Equation (6). The simulation tool does not need to be CNF-based and is only required to be able to
obtain values of the observable wires when the input is applied on the encrypted circuit. We assume primary
outputs to be observable wires in this work.

4.3 GALU’s Global Flow

Figure 3 illustrates the global flow of GALU. We discuss the attack assumptions in Section 4.2. GALU framework
consists of two stages: (i) Offline pre-processing phase that generates training data for GA; and (ii) Key searching
phase that performs key evolution. The one-time pre-processing phase is performed via oracle access while the
key searching phase is accelerated using FPGA.
Phase I: Training data generation. This phase consists of the following two tasks:

— Generate input vectors. Given the netlist of the encrypted circuit, GALU crafts input vectors and filter
the ones that result in the same circuit outputs when different keys are applied. Such an input filtering
step improves the quality of the training data for our logic unlocking task.

— Query active IC. The remaining input patterns from step 1 are then used to query the active IC. The
training dataset for GALU’s key searching is constructed from the collected input/output (IO) pairs.

Phase II: Key evolution. Once the training data for the target circuit is generated in Phase I, GALU performs
three subroutines during the key evolution phase as shown in the bottom of Figure 3.

— Circuit fitness evolution. Analogous to natural selection, key sequences with higher fitness scores are
maintained and transformed to offsprings at each iteration. The fitness of each key is evaluated by the ratio
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of observable nodes (including primary outputs and potential inserted test points) that match with the
training dataset when a specific key is applied. Note that GALU’s approximate logic unlocking terminates
when the output matching accuracy is larger than the threshold.

— Population diversity computation. GALU separates genetic operations into two groups (“exploitation”
or “exploration” ) and determines which branch to take depending on the population diversity.

— Diversity-guided GA execution. GALU applies genetic operations on the current population (i.e., key
sequences) based on the computed diversity. As opposed to traditional GAs that perform all genetic opera-
tions in each iteration, GALU’s dynamic, diversity-aware GA execution demonstrates better convergence.

Performance Metrics. We use effectiveness and efficiency as two main metrics to assess the performance of a
logic unlocking scheme. These two metrics are quantified by the attack success rate (defined in Equation (3))
and the execution time, respectively. GALU, for the first time, provides the trade-off between effectiveness and
efficiency by generating a set of keys with evolving quality over time. In addition, we also use resource consump-
tion as a metric to evaluate our hardware design. Section 7 presents a detailed, quantitative analysis of these
performance metrics across various benchmarks.

5 GALU METHODOLOGY

Prior works have identified that there might be more than one correct key to unlock the given circuit [50].
GALU leverages this fact and processes multiple keys representing different equivalence classes in each iteration,
thus features higher efficiency for space exploration. Note that GALU is agnostic to the underlying encryption
schemes used by the defender, thus is genetic and applicable to arbitrary ICs. We detail the workflow of GALU’s
two key phases (shown in Figure 3) in Sections 5.1 and 5.2, respectively. To further boost the unlocking accuracy
on the target circuit, we show how multiple high-quality keys found by GALU can be leveraged by the ensemble
method to construct joint, better decryption in Section 5.3.

5.1 Training Data Generation

Algorithm 1 outlines the steps of the one-time, offline training data generation phase in GALU. Ground-truth IO
pairs (SI , SO ) are generated using oracle access to the active IC. Note that a naive implementation of challenge-
response pairs collection is not desirable since the resulting training data may not be able to distinguish different
key sequences in Phase II. To alleviate this concern, we estimate the distinguishing capability of each input

ALGORITHM 1: Training Data Generation.

INPUT: Active circuit (Co) with oracle access; Netlist of target encrypted circuit (Ce ); Number of de-

sired IO pairs (T ); Primary inputs size (M) and the encryption key length (k).

OUTPUT: A set of input/output pairs (SI , SO ) as the training data for genetic algorithms.

1: Initialization: SI ← ∅, SO ← ∅, i ← 0.
2: while i < T do

3: �I ← дenerate_random_inputs (M )

4: �K1, �K2 ← дenerate_random_keys (k )

5: �O1 ← Ce (�I , �K1), �O2 ← Ce (�I , �K2)

6: if �O1 � �O2 then

7: i ← i + 1
8: SI ← add_element (SI , �I )

9: �O ← Co (�I )

10: SO ← add_element (SO , �O )

11: Return: Obtained IO pairs (SI , SO ) for GA training.
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(�I ) by comparing the outputs of the encrypted circuit (Ce ) when two different random keys are applied. Only
inputs that result in different outputs are maintained in the final training set (line 4–10 in Algorithm 1). The
attacker can obtain a more accurate approximation of the input’s distinguishing capability using more keys at
the cost of higher computation complexity.

5.2 Adaptive Genetic Algorithm for Key Searching

Algorithm 2 outlines the workflow of GALU’s logic unlocking. GALU deploys a dynamic, diversity-aware genetic
algorithm for efficient and effective solution searching. Prior works have identified population diversity as the
key factor that determines the trade-off between the convergence speed and the solution’s optimality of genetic
algorithms [15, 45, 54]. Diversity-guided GA dynamically alternates between the “exploitation” mode (population
selection) and the “exploration” mode (crossover and mutation) in order to ensure fast and stable convergence.
The intuition behind GALU is that, in each generation, we compute the diversity of the current population to
determine whether the mutation operation shall be performed for exploration purpose as shown in Figure 3. The
formula to compute diversity is shown in Equation (4).

div (SK ) =
1

P

P∑
i=1

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

k∑
j=1

[SK (i, j ) − S̄K (j )]2

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (4)

where S̄K (j ) is the sample average of all individuals at jth bit:

S̄K (j ) =
1

P

P∑
i=1

SK (i, j ). (5)

Here, P is the population size, k is the key length, SK ∈ BP×k is the current population, and SK (i, j ) denotes the
jth bit of the ith individual in the population SK . In the following of this section, we discuss the four main steps
involved in GALU’s GA methodology as outlined in Algorithm 2.

We detail each step of GALU’s online key searching in the following of this section.

1 Circuit Fitness Evaluation. It is critical to develop a fast and accurate computation routine for fitness scores
since this step is the backbone of GAs. The definition of fitness value is domain and task-specific. Since our
objective is to find (a set of) feasible decryption keys with high OF, we use the matching ratio of circuit response
when a specific key is applied on the encrypted circuit as the fitness measurement as shown in Equation (6).
We consider both primary outputs and potentially inserted test points [11, 35] as observable circuit responses
when evaluating the fitness score of a decryption key. As such, our definition of the fitness value is general and
provides more information about the decryption effectiveness compared to output fidelity in the case where
internal test points are available for measurement. This work demonstrates the performance of GALU with
only primary outputs as observable wires (detailed in Section 7). To facilitate the computation with hardware
acceleration, GALU first automatically constructs auxiliary comparator components that are added to the netlist
ofCe , resulting in an evaluation netlistCaux

e . Particularly, GALU creates a comparator for each observable wire in
Ce . Each comparator is implemented as an XNOR gate with two inputs where the first input is the wire value in
Ce and the second input is the ground-truth wire value obtained from queryingCo . The fitness score of a specific
key is then computed using the following equation:

FK =
#matched observable wires

# total wires
. (6)

We make the design choice to compute the fitness score instead of the output fidelity defined in Equation (3) for
two reasons: (i) The fitness score is a feasible indicator for assessing the quality of a decryption key. A high fitness
score suggests that this key has a high probability of yielding a high output fidelity value; (ii) The computation
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ALGORITHM 2: Genetic Algorithm for Approximate Logic Unlocking.

INPUT: Netlist of target encrypted circuit (Ce ); Length of the encryption key (k); Training dataset

(SI , SO ). GA parameters, including the population size (P); maximum number of generations (G);

number of maintained individuals (L) for selection; probability of crossover (pcross ) and bit-wise

element exchanging (pexch), number of children per parent pair (c) for crossover; mutation rate

pmutate and bit flipping probability (pf l ip ) for mutation operation. Diversity threshold (divth); Error

tolerance of circuit unlocking (ϵ).

OUTPUT: A set of feasible key values ({�K }) that can unlock the circuit Ce .

1: Initialization:
SK = {�K1, . . . , �KP } ← дenerate_population(k, P ).
i ← 0

2: while i < G do

3: FK ← evaluate_population_f itness (SK , SI , SO )
4: if FK > 1 − ϵ then

5: break � Check termination condition
6: SK ← probabilistic_population_selection(SK , FK , L)
7: SK ← diversity_driven_crossover (SK , pcross , pexch ), c
8: div ← compute_population_diversity (SK )
9: if div < divth then

10: SK ← adaptive_mutation(SK , div, pmutate , pf l ip ) � Diversity guided evolution

11: i ← i + 1
12: Return: Obtained set of circuit deobfuscation keys SK .

of the fitness score can be implemented efficiently with hardware acceleration (detailed in Section 6) compared
to the computation of OF.

2 Probabilistic Population Selection. As a step of “exploitation”, the diversity of the population decreases
after population selection. GALU selection stage chooses key sequences with high quality based on the ordering
of Pareto dominance to generate the next population. In particular, we employ a fitness-proportionate selection

scheme. Let us consider a population SK = { �Ki }Pi=1 where �Ki ∈ {0, 1}k is the ith individual (i.e., key) in the popu-

lation. The fitness score of each individual is computed based on Equation (6) and denoted as {FK (i )}Pi=1. GALU’s
probabilistic population selection strategy chooses superior key sequences using the following probability dis-

tribution function (PDF) over the population based on individuals’ fitness scores:

probsel (i ) =
FK (i ) − Fmin∑P

i=1 [FK (i ) − Fmin]
. (7)

Here, Fmin is the minimum fitness score in the population. Our PDF construction subtracts the minimum score
from the fitness score FK (i ) to ensure that the worst key has zero probability of being selected. As a result,
superior decryption keys are selected by performing a non-uniform random sampling of the old population where
the probability of choosing each individual is obtained using Equation (7). We allow the attacker to specify the
total number of individuals (L) in the new population SL

K to satisfy his attack budget. Also, we use a “sampling
with replacement” policy when applying the PDF in Equation (7). This means that high-quality individuals can
be selected multiple times while low-quality ones are rarely opted. The combination of GALU’s circuit fitness
evaluation and probabilistic selection preserve superior logic unlocking keys and suppresses weak ones.

3 Diversity-driven Crossover. Crossover (also called “breeding”) is another step of “exploration” of GA com-

putation. Crossover has two subroutines: parent pairing, and offspring generation. In this process, the “genome”
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(encoding) of the parents are recombined to produce the offsprings. Note that since GALU targets to find a binary-
valued key sequence to unlock the circuit, the encoding of each individual (decryption key) is not required. We
design a diversity-driven crossover operator to promote the exploration in the crossover step.

More specifically, we build parent pairs as follows. Given the selected population SK , we first sort them based

on their fitness scores. The first parent �K1 is set as the individual with the highest fitness value and its spouse
�K2 is determined as the one that has the largest distance. Such a disparity-aware parent pairing strategy facil-
itates exploration by increasing the diversity of the new offsprings. Consistent with the diversity definition in
Equation (4), we compute the pairwise distance between a pair of individuals as follows:

dist ( �K1, �K2) =
1

2k

√√√
k∑

j=1

( �K1[j] − �K2[j])2, (8)

where k is the key length. Note that since we are only concerned with the relative pairwise distance values, we
can neglect the square root and the constant factor 1

2k
in Equation (8).

GALU controls the diversity-driven crossover step with two hyper-parameters pcross and pexch as shown in
line 7 of Algorithm 2. In each iteration, pcross dictates the probability of performing crossover between each
pair of parents. If crossover will occur, pexch determines the bit-wise exchanging probability between the par-
ents. Our proposed crossover operator allows the adversary to maintain high-quality individuals in the resulting
population while encouraging diverse “genomes” to exchange knowledge.

4 Adaptive Mutation. Genetic algorithms might be trapped in local optima and yield unsatisfying results.
The mutation is of critical importance to maintain a certain level of population diversity to prevent the above
premature convergence. Particularly, mutation explores the neighbor of candidate solutions in the search space by
twisting the individuals in the current population to create a new population for the next GA iteration. As such,
mutation is performed in the “exploration” mode of GALU when the population diversity is lower than the pre-
defined threshold. There are two key parameters in the mutation process: the chance of mutation (pmutate ) and
the level of mutation (pf l ip ). The first parameter determines the probability that mutation occurs on a particular
individual. The second parameter dictates the chance of each bit being flipped in the key sequence.

GALU adaptively updates the mutation parameters to maintain the balance between exploration and exploita-
tion. Recall that we define population diversity as the dispersion of individuals in Equation (4). The formulation
of diversity closely resembles the notion of statistical variance. We leverage this observation and adjust the mu-
tation parameters by manipulating the bit-wise variance of individuals obtained after crossover. Let us denote
an input individual as �x and its mutated variant as �y. Then the jth bit of the new individual �y can be consid-
ered as a random variable Yi that is obtained by sampling the original solution �x with the following probability
distribution:

prob (Yi = �y[i]) =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪
⎩

pF �y[i] = �x[i] + η,

1 − pF �y[i] = �x[i].
(9)

Here, the parameter pF = pmutate ·pf l ip is the composite probability of flipping a single bit in one individual and
η is the random perturbation introduced by the mutation operation. Since the solutions in our problem domain
can only take values of 0 or 1, the perturbation has three possible values, i.e., η ∈ {0,+1,−1}.

Given the PDF defined in Equation (9), we can compute the variance of a single bit as follows:

Var [Yi ] = Var [Xi ] + pF · σ 2
η . (10)

The diversity of the mutated population St+1
K

is then computed using Equation (4) by taking the sum of bit-wise
variance over the key vector:

div (St+1
K ) = div (St

K ) + k · pFσ
2
η , (11)
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Here, σ 2
η is the variance of the mutation perturbation. GALU leverages the diversity relation in Equation (11) to

determine the mutation parameters. Note that we restrictpf l ip to a fixed small value and only adjust the mutation
probability of each individual pmutate . This is because a greedy bit perturbation might result in the degradation
of population fitness, making the GA training unstable. GALU’s adaptive mutation operation achieves diversity-
aware search space exploration while ensuring stable GA convergence.

5.3 Ensemble-based Logic Unlocking

We discuss how GALU’s two-phase framework obtains multiple high-quality keys in the above sections. Here,
we focus on the inference stage (i.e., after our GA-based key searching converges) and demonstrate that the
ensemble method can further improve the logic unlocking accuracy. More specifically, given a set of high-fitness

decryption keys {�K1, �K2, . . . , �KL } returned by Algorithm 2 and an unknown input vector �I , we separately apply

each key on the encrypted circuit and collect the corresponding output �Oi ← Ce (�I , �Ki ) where i = 1, 2, . . . ,L. We

make the final decision of the circuit Ce ’s response to the input �I by taking the element-wise majority vote of

the output set {�O1, �O2, . . . , �OL }. Such an ensemble-based logic unlocking strategy yields higher output fidelity
compared to the case of using a single key (results given in Section 7.1).

It is worth noting that more advanced decision aggregation rules other than majority vote can be adapted in
GALU’s ensemble-based logic unlocking scheme. The majority vote does not consider the quality difference of
the participating keys and treats each individual’s decision equally [28, 31]. This limitation can be alleviated by

taking into account the fitness scores of {�K1, �K2, . . . , �KL } on the training set and assigning higher weights to the
decision of keys with higher fitness.

6 GALU HARDWARE OPTIMIZATION

To improve the attack efficiency of GALU, we develop various hardware optimization techniques to expedite
the circuit decryption process. We empirically identify that circuit fitness evaluation is the bottleneck of GALU’s
execution time. To accelerate circuit evaluation, GALU deploys circuit emulation on the programmable hardware
to obtain the response of the encrypted circuit (Ce ) for the given input signals and the tested key. Furthermore,
GALU framework automatically constructs the customized auxiliary circuitry to pipeline each computation stage
and reduce the runtime. We detail our hardware-level design optimizations as follows.

6.1 GALU Architecture Overview

We take an Algorithm/Software/Hardware co-design approach to speed up the key searching process for the
target circuit as outlined in Figure 3. Particularly, GALU maps the netlist of the encrypted circuit with the aux-

iliary part to the FPGA and performs circuit evaluation �O = Caux
e (�I , �K ) directly. Given the input vector from

the training data and the key sequence from the population, acquiring the circuit’s response from the config-
ured FPGA (circuit emulation) is significantly faster than the same process running on a host CPU (software
simulation). In addition, GALU parallelizes the computation of circuit emulation and pipelines each stage of GA
operations. Population fitness evaluation and key evolving are performed in an online approach to minimize
data communication between the off-chip DRAM and the FPGA.

GALU Hardware Overview. Figure 4 shows the overview of GALU’s architecture. Our hardware design con-
sists of a computing engine for circuit emulation and an auxiliary circuitry for genetic operations. To reduce
the data communication between the off-chip DRAM and the FPGA, we perform all computations of key evolu-
tion on-chip. The non-deterministic nature of our probabilistic GA operators (detailed in Section 5.2) requires
random seeds. To this end, GALU stores a set of random numbers pre-computed on CPU using the inherent
variation of the operating system. Such a design strategy is more beneficial compared to incorporating a ran-
dom number generator (RNG) in GALU’s hardware design. This is due to the following two reasons: (i) The
hardware implementation of a True RNG incurs non-trivial overhead, thus is not desired; (ii) Offloading random
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Fig. 4. Overview of GALU hardware design. The overall layout of the hardware system (a) and the implementation of CNF
CEs (b) are shown.

number generation to CPU typically provides stronger randomness compared to the one generated on FPGA.
Recall that the fitness score is determined by the ratio of matching observable wires when applying a specific
key. Therefore, GALU leverages circuit emulation to inspect how many observable wires have values matching
with the expected ones. The results of circuit emulation are used for computing fitness scores using Equation (6)
during CNF evaluation. More specifically, in the context of GALU, CNF evaluation is defined as the process of
computing the ratio of observable wires that have matching values as the expected ones. We evenly partition
the workload for each CE offline. The checking process of observable wires in CNF evaluation is parallelized by
accommodating multiple Checking Engine (CE) in GALU’s design.

Fitness sorting is the main step of our probabilistic population selection step. The sorting engine of GALU
permutes the key index based on their corresponding fitness after the accumulation of each individual’s fitness
score completes. We implement a lightweight sorting engine following the “even-odd sort” algorithm [12] for
genetic selection, incurring a linear runtime overhead with the population size P . The population diversity is
computed as follows. First, the average key is calculated along with circuit emulation as every key is read from
the buffer. The div metric is then computed during sorting using l1 norm instead of l2 norm in Equation (4) to
reduce computation complexity. Note that this change does not affect the performance of GALU.

We emphasized that GALU does not employ a central control unit to coordinate the entire computation flow.
Instead, each part of the design shown in Figure 4 follows a trigger-based control mechanism [36]. To be more
detailed, each module is controlled by the status flag from its previous computation stage. For example, the
sorting engine in GALU begins to function when the fitness accumulation process is detected to be completed.
Such a trigger-based control flow simplifies the control logic while respecting the data dependency between
different modules shown in Figure 3. We detail the design of GALU’s circuit emulation and auxiliary circuitry in
the following of this section.

6.2 GALU Circuit Emulation

We profile the overhead of GALU’s software implementation and empirically observe that circuit evaluation

(i.e., obtaining �O = Ce (�I , �K )) dominates the execution time (results given in Section 7). To improve the attack
efficiency, we propose to use circuit emulation for reducing the high latency of evaluating a circuit netlist on CPU.
The first step of circuit emulation is rewriting the netlist of the target encrypted netlist such that the values of all
observable nodes can be recorded by registers. The rewritten circuit is then connected with the auxiliary circuitry
and mapped onto FPGA. In this way, we can emulate the response of the target circuitCe for any given input and

key by directly applying the known signals (including �I and �K ) on the circuit and collecting the corresponding
values in the registers. To further hide the latency of hardware evaluation, GALU stores the emulation results in
a ping-pong buffer and decouples it from the other hardware components as shown in Figure 4. More specifically,
the CNF CE computes the fitness score of the population using the data from one buffer. In the meantime, the

emulator acquires observable outputs of Ce given the next input/key pair (�I , �K ) and stores the results into the
other buffer.
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Fig. 5. Pipelining optimization deployed in GALU’s genetic algorithm accelerator for logic unlocking.

6.3 GALU Auxiliary Circuitry Design

In this section, we discuss how the auxiliary circuitry is constructed for the target circuit to accelerate the com-
putation in GALU’s GA workflow shown in Figure 3.

Pipeline Evolution Epochs with Early Starting. GALU’s hardware design aims to maximize the time
overlapping between each execution stages to increase the throughput of key evolution. As shown in Figure 5,
the ping-pong buffer enables the pipelined execution of hardware emulation and CNF evaluation. Furthermore,
fitness evaluation and cross-over/mutation of each key in the population can be pipelined across different epochs.
As illustrated in Figure 5, epoch (i + 1) starts circuit emulation and CNF evaluation when the previous epoch
begins to breed new keys for the next epoch. As such, the latency of crossover and/or mutation can be hidden
by circuit emulation and CNF evaluation.

Scalable CNF Checking Engine. Once circuit emulation is completed for the given input/key pair (�I , �K ),
GALU begins to calculate the fitness score of the key sequence using Equation (6). From the perspective of the
hardware, the fitness FK is computed by accumulating the percentage of observable wires (primary outputs in this
work) inCe that have matching values with the ground-truth (obtained from the active circuitCo ). Independence
between different groups of wire signals typically exists in the encrypted circuit. GALU leverages this property
by distributing the checking of independent groups of observable wires to different CNF checkers as shown in
Figure 4(b). As such, each CE stores a subset of wires in the associated CNF buffer. The accumulation of the
ultimate fitness score completes when the last CE finishes CNF checking.

Crossover and Mutation Logic. The crossover logic exchanges random elements among two parent keys.
The mutation logic randomly selects a subset of key bits and flip them (i.e., XOR the key sequence with a binary
random mask vector). The execution of crossover and mutation can also be paralleled using multiple crossover
and mutation processing units. In this case, each of the unit handles different segments of the key sequence and
performs crossover and/or mutation. We use a default value of 1 for the number of the crossover/mutation unit
since this step is not the bottleneck of GALU’s runtime.

Discussion. It is worth noticing that SAT solving is possible for parallelization and hardware acceleration.
Prior works have proposed search space splitting and portfolios for parallel SAT solving [20, 34]. Hardware accel-
eration for general SAT solving has also been investigated [14, 47]. However, to the best of our knowledge, there is
no existing work that demonstrates SAT parallelization or hardware acceleration on the logic decryption problem.
As such, we compare GALU’s performance with the open-sourced SAT attack proposed in [50] in this article.

7 GALU EVALUATION

To investigate the performance of GALU, we provide both software and hardware implementation of our
framework based on the workflow described in Section 5. Table 1 summarizes the benchmarks evaluated in our
experiments, including the Microelectronics Center of North Carolina (MCNC) [9]. We demonstrate the
effectiveness and efficiency of GALU compared to prior SAT attacks [50] in Sections 7.1 and 7.2, respectively.
Furthermore. we corroborate the scalability and generalization capability of GALU in Section 7.3. We discuss
how to extend GALU for solving other hardware security tasks in Section 7.4.
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Table 1. Summary of the Evaluated Circuit Benchmarks

Circuit dataset #in #out #gate
Key Length

(5%, 10%, 25%)

c2670 ISCAS-85 233 140 1,193 (60,119,298)

c432 ISCAS-85 36 7 160 (8,16,40)

c499 ISCAS-85 41 32 202 (48,51,101)

c5315 ISCAS-85 178 123 2,307 (115,231,577)

c7552 ISCAS-85 207 108 3,512 (176,351,878)

c880 ISCAS-85 60 26 383 (38,96,192)

des MCNC 256 245 6,473 (324,647,1618)

ex5 MCNC 8 63 1,055 (106,264,528)

i9 MCNC 88 63 1,035 (104,259,518)

seq MCNC 41 35 3,519 (132,265,660)

Experimental Setup. We use python to realize the software implementation of Algorithms 1 and 2. We use
the primary outputs of the encrypted circuit as observable wires for fitness computation in this work. The SAT at-
tacks are also executed with only primary outputs observable for comparison. In this work, we use SAT-Compress
tool [1] to obtain the CNFs of the encrypted circuits (with Tseitin encoding) for computing the fitness scores FK

in Equation (6). Note that since FK is defined as the percentage of the observable wires that have matching values
with the ground-truths (obtained from the active circuit), GALU can work with any circuit simulation tool (CNF
or non-CNF based) for fitness evaluation as long as the simulation tool can obtain values of observable wires
when the inputs are applied on the circuit. Experiments are run on an Intel i7-7700k processor with 32 GB of
RAM. The energy consumption is measured using pcm-monitor utility. Since we empirically identify that the
circuit fitness evaluation step is the bottleneck of GALU’s online key searching phase, it is beneficial to optimize
its computation flow. To this end, we explore the independence of computing each individual’s fitness scores on
the training dataset by parallelizing circuit fitness evaluation using multiprocessing on CPU. We use the open-
sourced code of the SAT attack [50] as our baseline for comparison purposes. Note that [50] is implemented
in C++ and assessed on a more powerful CPU (Intel Xeon E31320). As such, our empirical results serve as a
conservative relative speedup comparison.

We implement our FPGA prototype on the Zynq ZC706 board using the high-level synthesize tool Xilinx SDx
2018.2. GALU’s CNF CE and the auxiliary GA accelerator discussed in Section 6.1 are implemented using a high-
level programming language. Recall that our CNF CE obtains the percentage of matching observable wires to
compute the fitness score as discussed in Section 6.3. The SDx synthesize tool automatically generates necessary
AXI buses for data communication between the off-chip memory and the FPGA. Our design is synthesized using
a clock frequency of 100 MHz. The power of FPGA implementation is measure at the socket using a power meter
during the execution of GALU. Throughout our experiments, we set the number of CEs to Nce = 16 and the
encryption overhead to 10% with various logic locking schemes in [38] as our default setting.

GA Configurations. As for GALU’s GA routine (detailed in Section 5), We generate 100 IO pairs from the
active IC to construct the training data as outlined in Algorithm 1. We use the same approach to generate 500 IO
pairs as the validation set. The size of the initial random population is P = 100 initial random keys generation
and the total number of generations is G = 50. The error tolerance of approximate logic unlocking is set to
ϵ = 0.001. The total number of maintained individuals in probabilistic population selection is set to L = 50. The
probability parameters for diversity-driven crossover are set to pcross = 0.9 and pexch = 0.5. Each pair of parents
produces c = 4 children during the crossover. To decide whether mutation operation shall be performed in each
generation, we set the diversity threshold divth to be half of the value of the initial population. The bit-wise
flipping probability is fixed at pf l ip = 0.05. Recall that GALU’s adaptive mutation operator dynamically adjusts
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Fig. 6. Circuit diagram of the original benchmark (left) and the encrypted variant (right). The correct decryption key is “10”.
The additional key gates are marked in red color and the key inputs are denoted by “key0”, “key1”.

Fig. 7. Encrypted circuit with the auxiliary comparator logic created by GALU. The comparators are marked in green color
and the associated ground-truth responses are denoted by “g_PO1”, “g_PO2”.

the mutation probability parameter pmutate using Equation (11) after divth and pf l ip are set. We determine
GA parameters such as L, G, pcross and pf l ip using cross-validation. We adjust GA parameters and run GALU
on benchmarks while monitoring the loss values on the training set as well as the validation set. We choose
GA parameters that yield a continuously descending validation loss. We empirically found out that the GA
parameters work uniformly well across different circuits and do not need to be adjusted for each particular
benchmark.

Case Study. To illustrate how GALU creates auxiliary comparator logic for fitness evaluation, we use the c17
circuit in ISCAS85 benchmark [23] as an example here. Figure 6 illustrates the structure of the original circuit
the logic encrypted variant. We assume the two primary outputs “PO1” and “PO2” are observable for our attack
in this case. Figure 7 shows the circuit design with GALU’s auxiliary comparator logic. The reference values to
the comparators (“g_PO1”, “g_PO2” in Figure 7) are obtained by querying the original circuit Co as explained
in Section 5.2. This comparator logic facilitates the computation of the fitness score for a decryption key using
Equation (6) in the online key searching stage. We also give an example of the CNF representation for the
encrypted circuit c17 with auxiliary logic in Figure 8. This CNF description is obtained by SAT-Compress [1]
which takes the bench format of the circuit (left part of Figure 8) as input.

7.1 Attack Effectiveness

We investigate GALU’s effectiveness for logic unlocking on the benchmarks in Table 1. Each experiment is
repeated 20 times to collect the statistics of the performance metrics (i.e., runtime and energy consumption).
The maximum execution time is set to 10 hours (3.6 × 104 seconds). Within this time-bound, GALU is able
to unlock 10 out of 10 benchmarks with the best key (i.e., 100% attack success rate), while the baseline SAT
method [50] can only break 7 out of 10 benchmarks (70% attack success rate). In other words, GALU framework
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Fig. 8. The bench format of the encrypted circuit (c17) with auxiliary comparator logic (left) and the corresponding CNF
representation (right) generated by SAT Compress tool [1]. The auxiliary comparator logic is marked in blue color.

Fig. 9. (a) GALU’s circuit unlocking accuracy evolves over time when attacking different logic encryption schemes. (b) Effec-
tiveness of GALU’s ensemble-based logic unlocking method using the top three keys.

finds a decryption key that achieves an ideal output fidelity OF = 1. Figure 14 shows the relationship between
GALU’s attack success rate (measured by the percentage of the successfully decrypted circuit) and the execution
time. We can observe that GALU obtains higher circuit unlocking capability over time.

Conventional SAT-based attack [50] takes very long time (>10 hours) to find DIPs on large and complex circuits
such as des, c2670, and c7552 using external SAT solvers [7, 48]. As such, SAT attacks fail to unlock the circuit with
a very high probability when the design of the encrypted circuit turns out to be SAT-hard (e.g., containing an
internal “and-tree”). Figure 9(a) shows the learning curve of GALU when attacking four different logic encryption
techniques: dac12 [39], rnd [42], iolts14 [18], and toc13xor [40]. The loss of a specific key sequence is computed as
(1−OF ) given the IO pairs. We report and visualize the loss metric across 20 runs of all 10 benchmarks in Table 1 in
Figure 9. One can see from Figure 9(a) that GALU has intriguing time-evolving and encryption-agnostic property.
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Fig. 10. Comparison of average runtime overhead between GALU and the baseline SAT attack [50]. The software and
hardware-accelerated implementation of our framework are denoted by “GALU” and “GALU+HW”, respectively.

While GALU’s convergence speed depends on the adopted logic encryption scheme, our attack framework can
always return a set of keys with improving logic unlocking capability over time. As opposed to the SAT attacks,
GALU is generic and is able to provide approximate keys with high output fidelity for circuits with arbitrary struc-
tures. Note that although GALU does not guarantee the global correctness of the decryption key as traditional
SAT attacks, our identified approximate key has a high probability of yielding the correct outputs as the active
circuit. This generalized unlocking capability of GALU can be seen from Figure 9(b) where the validation loss has
the same trend and similar values as the training loss. Furthermore, our framework provides the adversary with
the trade-off between attack accuracy and runtime overhead by tuning the termination parameters G and ϵ in
Algorithm 2. Figure 9(b) shows the effect of GALU’s ensemble-based logic unlocking discussed in Section 5.3 with
the top three key sequences. It can be seen that our ensemble-based unlocking yields a lower error compared to
GALU attack with the single best key.

7.2 Attack Efficiency

Figure 10 shows the runtime comparison between GALU’s software (Section 5)/hardware (Section 6) implemen-
tation and the SAT baseline [50]. Note that we use the average runtime on each benchmark to visualize the
performance comparison in Figure 10. Several circuits cannot be decrypted by the baseline algorithm within the
pre-defined time-bound (10 hours). In this case, we use 10 hours as the estimated runtime of [50] in Figure 10.
With dedicated hardware design support, GALU delivers on average 4.85× speedup compared to the baseline
method. For SAT-hard circuits (such as c2670, c7552,des), GALU engenders superior performance compared to
SAT-based attacks, achieving 236.9×, 68.7×, 13.6× speedup on CPU and 1089.2×, 172.4×, 34.8× speedup on the
dedicated hardware. Besides the latency comparison, we also measure the power consumption of different cir-
cuit deobfuscation methods. The power consumption of “GALU+HW” on Zynq SoC is measured via the socket
when the application is running. On average, GALU with hardware optimization consumes 12.8W power while
the software implementation of GALU consumes 51.3W power on CPU. Considering the runtime, the overall
energy-efficiency of GALU is 21.8× higher than the SAT-based method.

We also compare the performance of GALU and another approximate decryption scheme named AppSAT [43].
AppSAT improves over the basic SAT attack [50] by integrating random queries with distinguishing inputs. The
error rate of the decryption is estimated using random patterns. As a result, the attack allows for early stop
and returns an approximate key when the error rate is lower than the pre-defined threshold [43]. We adhere to
the attack algorithm and configuration mentioned in [43] for this experiment. Figure 11 illustrates the runtime
comparison of GALU and AppSAT on benchmarks locked with dac12 [38] (10% encryption overhead). We use
the same decryption error tolerance ϵ = 0.001 for both attacks. The maximal allowed attack time is set to 1,000
seconds. One can see from the comparison that GALU performs better than AppSAT on benchmarks c2670, c5315,
c7552. In particular, for c2670 circuit that has an internal AND tree, GALU identifies an effective approximate
key faster than AppSAT [43] since our attack is agnostic to the SAT-hard structure. While AppSAT performs
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Fig. 11. Runtime comparison of GALU and AppSAT [43] on circuits encrypted with dac12 [38]. The error threshold of ap-
proximate decryption is set to ϵ = 0.001 for both attacks.

Table 2. Resource Utilization of GALU’s Auxiliary Circuitry Under the
Default Setting (10% Encryption Overhead and 16 CNF Checking

Engines NCE = 16) on Zynq ZC706

Benchmarks c432 c880 c2670 des

Data Transfer

(Kbits/epoch)
1.3 3.0 9.5 51.8

BRAMS 22 27 37 86
DSP48E1 0 0 0 0

KLUTs (emulator usage) 9.4 (0.3) 12.1 (0.3) 19.4 (1.1) 41.1 (4.6)

FFs (emulator usage) 4,397 (80) 5,734 (160) 6,689 (316) 12,972 (1176)

better on the des benchmark (also finds the exact correct key) compared to GALU, this is because shrinking the
key search space with distinguishing inputs is more effective than our generated training pairs.

GALU’s resource utilization depends on the key length (k) and the size of the encrypted circuit. Table 2 shows
the resource utilization of the assessed benchmark circuits. We evaluate the sensitivity analysis of GALU to these
two factors and analyze the underlying reasons in Section 7.3.1.

7.3 Sensitivity Analysis

In this section, we discuss the sensitivity of GALU’s performance with respect to the key size, the size of observ-
able wires, the number of CNF CEs, and the encryption overhead.

7.3.1 Sensitivity to Length of Key and Observable Wires. Figure 12 shows that the resource utilization of GALU
with varying key lengths and sizes of observable wires. Note that we only use the primary outputs of the circuit
as observable wires in this work. It can be seen that GALU’s resource consumption has an approximately linear
dependency on the length of the encryption key and the length of observable wires. This is due to the fact that
a larger number of observable wires require more comparator logic for each CNF CE as the index used in CNF
checking requires a longer bitwidth, thus resulting in a higher LUT utilization. We tune the depth of the wire
buffer and key buffer to accommodate the entire netlist.

7.3.2 Sensitivity to Number of CNF Checking Engines. Figure 13 shows the approximately linear relation
between GALU’s speedup and the number of CEs. Our system can be scaled up by adding more CNF CEs to
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Fig. 12. Resource utilization of GALU’s auxiliary circuitry with varying size of the encryption key (a) and observable wires
(b). The key length and the wire length is set to 100 and 400, respectively in the initial setting.

Fig. 13. Scalability of GALU to the number of CNF CEs. The speedup is near-linear with NCE on large circuits where CNF
checking is the computation bottleneck.

parallel the process of checking observable wires matching as GALU’s computation bottleneck is CNF evaluation.
Nevertheless, the speedup saturates when NCE is sufficiently high such that the computation overhead is domi-
nated by crossover operation instead. GALU broadcasts the observed wire values to all the CEs via a shared data
bus. Each CE scans the CNF buffer and obtains the broadcast wire values for checking whether the observable
wires have matching values compared with the expected ones. As such, increasing the number of CEs does
not lead to extra wire delay. However, more CEs suggests a higher overhead during the fitness accumulation
stage.

7.3.3 Sensitivity to Encryption Overhead. Encryption overhead is defined as the ratio of the additional key
gates to the total number of gates in the original circuit. Larger encryption overhead suggests that a longer key
sequence is used to encrypt the circuit. Figure 14 shows the execution time of GALU averaged across all 10 circuit
benchmarks in Table 1 when three different obfuscation overheads are used to encrypt the circuits. One can see
that GALU’s key searching time does not grow exponentially with the increase of the obfuscation overhead,
suggesting the scalability of our framework to large circuits.

7.3.4 Sensitivity to Number of Gates. We evaluate the scalability of GALU by assessing its runtime sensitivity
to the number of gates in the circuit. In addition to the benchmarks listed in Table 1, we created four synthetic
circuits with the number of gates equal to 8,000, 10,000, 15,000, and 20,000, respectively. Both the number of PIs
and the number of POs of these four circuits are set to 250. The gate types and the connections between gates are
randomly determined. With this configuration, we create 100 concrete benchmarks for each of the four synthetic
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Fig. 14. Sensitivity of GALU’s logic unlocking capability (measured by the number of successfully decrypted circuits given a
specific GA convergence time) to the logic encryption overhead. The circuits are encrypted using the logic locking technique
in [38] with different obfuscation overhead.

Fig. 15. Evaluation of GALU’s runtime with varying number of gates. The circuits are encrypted with DAC’12 [38] using
10% encryption overhead.

circuits and run GALU repeatedly for 20 times to attack each benchmark. We use the same GA parameters
mentioned in Section 7 and measure the average runtime of GALU for each synthetic circuit. All circuits are
encrypted with the logic locking method in dac12 [38]. Figure 15 shows GALU’s runtime with varying numbers
of gates. It can be seen that the decryption time of our framework increases slowly when the number of gates
becomes sufficiently large. We hypothesize that this is because the amount of computation performed by GALU
does not increase over generations as opposed to traditional SAT attacks [50].

7.4 Discussion

Our experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of GALU’s framework for approximate
logic unlocking. Here, we discuss three future directions to improve GALU.

(i) Advanced Ensemble Methods. Our current framework deploys the majority vote for the proposed
ensemble-based logic unlocking as described in Section 5.3. More sophisticated decision aggregation rules can
be adapted in GALU to leverage the fitness difference of the participating decryption keys. Such a strategy shall
yield higher circuit output fidelity compared to the naive implementation of majority voting.

(ii) Smart Population Initialization. The quality of the initial population has been shown to affect the con-
vergence of genetic algorithms [24, 41]. The current implementation of GALU initializes the population randomly.
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Inspired by the above observation, the attacker can design a “smart initialization” scheme using the information
from querying the active IC, thus reducing the key searching time of GALU.

(iii) Domain Adaption. The GA-based framework of GALU can be adapted to resolve other challenges in
the hardware security domain. Let us take functional testing as an example. Given the golden reference circuit
and the unknown circuit under test, we can develop a similar workflow as GALU to generate test input patterns
that distinguish the behavior difference between these two circuits.

(iv) Compound Encryption Schemes. We investigate the performance of GALU against four logic locking
techniques [18, 39, 40, 42] and show GALU’s effectiveness in Figure 9(a). Besides these four logic locking methods,
point functions are also used to design stronger logic encryption techniques against SAT attacks [55, 56]. The
usage of the point functions will make GALU’s DIP-inspired training data generation (Section 5.1) more difficult.
However, this difficulty is general for the black-box decryption attacks. As the mentioned in [43], a pure point
function-based encryption technique has a very low output corruptibility, which is not desired for the IP owner
of the circuit. In this scenario, even a random key yields the correct output for all but one input vector, thus
GALU is not suitable for an efficient attack. For compound encryption techniques, GALU can be extended to
first identify the area locked with traditional logic encryption methods, and then generate distinguishing IO
pairs to stimulate the identified area for training data generation.

(v) Attacking Fault-sensitive DNN Hardware. While the large space of DNNs’ parameters and activation
allows for quantization and pruning with negligible impact on the task accuracy [19, 22], prior works also
discover that certain weights of the DNN is sensitive to value perturbation [26, 33]. As a flexible approximate
logic unlocking technique, GALU can be extended to attack the DNN hardware if the logic encryption method
used by the hardware owner operates on the fault-tolerant portion of the DNN. To this end, the adversary needs
to first perform a fault-sensitivity analysis of the victim DNN and identify the regions that feature the fault
tolerance property.

8 CONCLUSIONS

Motivated to address the limitations of SAT-based attacks, we present GALU, the first genetic algorithm-based
framework for circuit logic unlocking. We develop GALU using an Algorithm/Software/Hardware co-design
principle to achieve optimized performance. More specifically, GALU is encryption-agnostic and is generic to
arbitrary circuit designs. Unlike SAT that targets to find a single decryption key, our framework yields a set
of feasible keys that unlock the obfuscated circuit with an attacker-defined output fidelity. Furthermore, GALU
provides the trade-off between attack overhead and output fidelity of the resulting keys. In real-world settings,
GALU poses a threat to the rising amount of fault-tolerant applications such as block-chain mining and DNN.
We design an adaptive, diversity-guided genetic algorithm for fast and stable key searching. To further accelerate
GALU’s implementation, we present circuit emulation and pipelining as hardware optimization techniques. We
perform comprehensive experiments to corroborate the efficiency and effectiveness of GALU across different
circuit benchmarks. In future work, we will develop an intelligent decision aggregation policy to improve the
accuracy of our ensemble-based logic unlocking, and adapt GALU to address other challenges in the hardware
security domain.
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